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Sinclair Sexsmith’s new book!
Sweet & Rough: Sixteen Stories of Queer Smut !
releases on September 15th

!

First full-length short stories collection from Top Sex Blogger Sinclair Sexsmith and Maverick
Press features erotica that incorporates queer sexualities, butch and femme characters,
authentic queer desire, beautiful prose, and down and dirty sex.

!

Sinclair Sexsmith’s newest release, Sweet & Rough: Sixteen Stories of Queer Smut, will be
released on September 15th and it’s bound to be a queer erotica classic. The digital download
will first be available for retail sale on smashwords.com, with the bonus switchy story “The
Houseboy’s Rebellion” on the USB drive that can be purchased from Sexsmith themself. The
hardcover copy of the book will be released in November, and will be a beautiful gift book for
fans and lovers alike. !

!

With this collection of stories, Sexsmith hopes to add to the incredible collection of lesbian and
queer erotica already available, and continue to expose new aspects of queer practitioners of
BDSM and queer erotic desire. !

!

Sweet & Rough includes a wide range of content in its sixteen stories: flogging, strap-ons, anal
sex, knife play, blow jobs, oral sex, dirty talk, threesomes, dominance/submission, falling in love,
one night stands, long time lovers, and even an appearance by a well known feminist porn star. !

!

Many prominent sex educators and erotica editors already love this book: Inimitable erotica
editor Rachel Kramer Bussel says, “Sweet & Rough is the perfect title for this collection of raw,
queer, kinky and passionate erotica that will appeal to smut connoisseurs as well as new
readers looking for something hot and titillating to keep them up at night.”!

!

Erika Moen, comic artist of the most popular sexuality blog on the internet, Oh Joy, Sex Toy,
says, “Sinclair Sexsmith’s writing is a surefire panty-wetter.” !

!

Sweet & Rough is distributed by Smashwords and available through all major book outlets,
including Amazon Kindle, Barnes & Noble Nook, Apple iBooks, and more. Prices are $7.99 for
the digital book and $24.95 when available as a hardback; preorders for the hardback will be
taken in October. !

!

Digital copies are available for press coverage or review. Request via email at
mrsexsmith@gmail.com!

!

Interviews and quotes are available from Mr. Sexsmith, contact them at
mrsexsmith@gmail.com.!

!
For More Info Visit: Sweet & Rough page at http://www.sugarbutch.net/sweet-and-rough/ !
!

About the Author!
SINCLAIR SEXSMITH is the “kinky queer butch top” behind Sugarbutch Chronicles, an awardwinning online personal erotic writing project since 2006. They have contributed to more than
twenty erotica and gender theory anthologies, edited Say Please: Lesbian BDSM Erotica, and
guest edited Best Lesbian Erotica 2012. Their previous publications include Fervor: Poems from
the East Village, two more chapbooks of poetry, and one spoken word album. Sinclair is a
feminist dominant, identity puzzler, poet, sacred intimate, and strap-on expert, and they use the
pronouns they/them/their/themself as a way to vocalize the in-between gender space they
occupy. They live in Oakland, California with their family.!
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